Peace of mind, safety and smile
We are working on a business with a mission to understand
the weight of the responsibility that has been entrusted to us the customers of life.

We have to get our chartered bus safety certification system 1 star
Q．The chartered bus safety assessment certification system?
（Safety measure of available receive bus company.）

安全性評価認定

To assess and disclose the efforts aimed at ensuring the safety of chartered bus operators, along
with the user and travel company of chartered bus will make it easier to choose a higher safety
charter bus operators, of this system through the implementation, aims to promote the improvement and efforts of consciousness towards ensuring the safety of the charter bus operators,
Japan bus Association has implemented with the aim of contributing to the provision of safer
charter bus service.

2018 年12月31日まで有 効
貸切バス安全性評価認定委員会
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Of the Fukushima Prefecture of chartered bus suppliers 109 companies,
safety certiﬁed operators 15 companies (2016 October) 1 company of which is our.

Safe and natural. Commitment to further safety.
By using the five senses, prevent
human errors by introducing a
"white gloves pointing and calling",
has been a long time continue. It
will deliver a "peace of mind" to
customers by thorough these
confirmation operation.
No and conducted a
large-scale disaster drills in
the summer, accident
prevention, accident
prevention course, accident assumption training,
such as performing a
cardiopulmonary resuscitation training using the
report training and AED, we are working to put in
particular to education on a daily basis

One after another in introducing new models
with a safety device, such as a collision mitigation brake.

Hino Motors 【The latest thing in buses!】
・PCS(Collision avoidance system)
・The lane departure and staggering alerts
・Driver monitor
・Vehicle stabilization control system
・・・More safety devices

Mitsubishi Fuso Truck and Bus Corporation
・Monitoring driver distraction
・staggering alerts

・AMB(Collision avoidance system)
・Brake override system

Yes also provided to any chance possible,
customers in person to the "unlimited" compensation.
Safety is rising confidence. But even with when you've happened by any chance, our interpersonal, objective-passenger Compensation for (customers), we have subscribed to the "unlimited compensation.

KORIYAMA-CHUOKOTSU-CO.LTD
general reserve passenger bus business

Address：3-280 Asakamachi Hidenoyama, Koriyama,
Fukushima Prefecture 963-0101, Japan

